Dense networks with relative location awareness for thorax disease identification.
Chest X-ray is one of the most common examinations for diagnosing heart and lung diseases. Due to the existing of a large number of clinical cases, many automated diagnosis algorithms based on chest X-ray images have been proposed. To our knowledge, almost none of the previous auto-diagnosis algorithms consider the effect of relative location information on disease incidence. In this study, we propose to use relative location information to assist the identification of thorax diseases. In this work, U-Net is used to segment lung and heart from chest image. The relative location maps are computed through Euclidean distance transformation from segmented masks. By introducing the relative location information into the network, the usual location of disease is combined with the incidence. The proposed network is the fusion of two branches: mask branch and image branch. A mask branch is designed to be a bottom-up and top-down structure to extract relative location information. The structure has a large receptive field, which can extract more information for large lesion and contextual information for small lesion. The features learned from mask branch are fused with image branch, which is a 121-layers DenseNet. We compare our proposed method with four state-of-the-art methods on the largest public chest X-ray dataset: ChestX-ray14. The proposed method achieves the area under a curve of 0.820, which outperforms all the existing models and algorithms. This paper proposed a dense network with relative location information to identify thorax disease. The method combines the usual location of disease with the incidence for the first time and performs good.